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MUSKIES OPEN UK GRID SEASON
Graduation Losses May Hurt Wildcats; Bryant
To Rely On Passing Arni Of Vet George Blanda

Council Holds ALL-TIME 'RECORD SET
By Jim Kee/e
·
Unextended
in
their
victory
over
Eastern
First Session WITH FALL ENROLLMENT College, Xavier's Musketeers will undergo the acidKentucky
test SatAll reco.rds are shattered as Xavier again hits a new urday night when they try to tame the mighty Wildcats of
Of School Term high in its already heavy enrollment. L_ast year's count at the University of Kentucky. The game, first of the season for
Xavier. Univerl!ity's Student the Avondale Campus reached an all time record of 1718 the Wildcats will be played at Stoll Field in Lexington.
Council with president Bob Con- students. But this high has been topped by _the Registrar's Kick-off time 'will be 8:30 p.m.,
ulars and five second-stringers,
way presiding, held it.s first of- report that already 1872 students have registered for the CST
·
first semester of the present
from la-.st year. UK is opening
ficial meeting of the year last
school year. However, this figure
Although Kentucky will again the season in a state of hushed
Monday in Room 10 for the purcannot be taken as the final go into the game in the favorite's interrogation.
pose of reorganization. The newcount until all late registration role, the advantage will not be
Breaking away a half-dozen
ly recognized Gamma Phi Frahas been completed. Reports so large as in previous sea"Sons. speedy backs behind a woefully
ternity, through Art Ney, refrom the Evening Divi·.sion show With the graduation of nine reg- weak line will be the big headquested permission to sponsor a
With an ambitious four-year that over 1200 students have beache for Coach Paul (Bear)
first annual dance in Memqrial
Bryant. The Bluegrass mentor
Fieldhouse following the UC- program before th~m, a select gun classes there.
Having over 450 out-of-town
has six or seven veteran sprint Xavier football game. After a group of 20 Xavier freshmen took
artists to adorn his backfield, but
lengthy discussion, the matter up their burden of 20 semester boys living on the campus, Xahours last Wednesday and set out vier can claim students from
his line, especially in the middle,
was dropped without a vote.
/
every
section
of
the
U.
S.
toward
their
··goal
of
graduation
bears little comparison to the
President Conway also directed
from Connecticutt to' Hawaii,
Eight new men :have been add- forward wall of last year. Last
the various chairmen of the coun- with an Honors A.B. degree.
ed to the teaching staff of Xav- season the Wildcats had their
This intensified course in Latin, Michigan to Puerto Rico. ·
cil's sub-committees and hoards
With
its
usual
contingent
of
ier
University for the fall term. best year under Bryant, winning
to begin reorganization before Greek, and philosophy has been students representing many of
Alphabetically Mr. Victor L. eight and la.sing three. One of
mapped
by
the
Rev.
William
P.
the council's next meeting. The
the Central American Republics, Dial heads the list. He is former
appointments which were made Hetherington, s:J., head of the the 'School was even more inter- director of the department of their victoriel:i~.was 24-14 win over
last May were: Judicial Board, University's Classics Department. nationalized when it claimed dramatic arts at Loyola univer- Villanova in the post-season
Thomas Killeen, chairman, Paul "Ninety percent of human life is two new boys from far off China sity, Los Angeles, Calif., and will Great Lakes Bowl.
Gone from last year's line is
Gormar(, Robert Koehl, and Kev- thought and speech," says Fr. and even one enrollee from leg- take over the duties of directing
the
first string center and the
Hetherington,
"and
the
.men
who
in Gallagher; S o c i a 1 Board:
endary Iraq.
the Masque Society, Xavier's dra- first Sive guards. Replacing these
James McGraw, chairman, Albert make the grade in this course
Although the incoming fresh- matic. organization.
vital middle men will be the priBischoff, Jerry Halloran, and will certainly have these basic men. have purchased over 500
Mr. J~hn Gilligan, M.A., is in
James Ryan; At h 1 et i c Board: talents developed to the utmost." "Freshie Caps" to date, no of- the Eng.hsh Departm~nt. A grad- mary problem for Coach Bryant
and his assistants.
No electives are granted to the
Dick Henkel, chairman, Bob
ficial total of each of the four ·uate of Notre Dame m 1942. Mr.
Replacing third-string A 11.group.
They
have
th~!.r
majors
fu
Coates, Tom McDermott, and
Latin and philosophy, and will classe·.s has yet been estimated by ~illigan co,mpleted the work f~r American center, Jay Rhodemyre,
Tom.Bohannon.
the Registrar's Office. However, his ~'laster s ~eg:ee ~t ~he Um- is Harry Ulinski. Ulinski is touted
The Athletic Board assumed spend five semesters deciphering it is reported that 35 percent, or versity. ~f Cmcmnah i~ ~une,
as being on a par with Rhodethe task of supervising a large the writings of the Greek masters. about 655 of the student body, 1.94~. Aidmg ~e:vcom:rs .m idenmyre when on a gridiron, but a
In
fourfh
year,
these
favored
few
pep rally in October 1 before the
are veterans of Uncle Sam's fight- tifymg Mr: Gilligan is his carrot tricky knee kept him shelved
will
take
parallel
studies
in
phiUC •game. Henkel said that his
ing forces.
colored hair.
most of last season and could reboard wo,uld meet thi~ week to losophy in· the two c 1 ass i c
Mr. Raymond B. Kleinhans, turn to haunt him this season.
tongues:
they
study
Plato
and
organize and lay plans to make
M.A., joins the Biology Depart- Behind Ulinski there is no capthis pep rally a memorable one. Aristotle in Greek and finish
ment after wide experience, intheir philosophy curriculum by
( Continued on Page 4)
cluding two year as head of the
Tentative plans include an in- applying themselves to the Sumdepartment of biology at Athens
formal dance in the Fieldhouse ma Theologica of St. T h om a s
college, Athens, Greece.
· · immediately following the rally. Aquinas in the original Latin. The
The Philosophy Department
Under the suggestion of Paul
group will also meet and become
In the presence of over 1800 has added Mr. Gilbert C. Logier,
O'Brien, the Athletic Board will familiar with the best ancient
also sponsor an intramural ten- Latin authors and with the Greek students of Xavier University who has just finished his graduthe Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., ate work at Lavelle university
nis tournament beginning next
lyriC poets and tragedians in Fr.
Freshman, wear that cap! Let
president, celebrated a High Mass Quebec, Canada.
week.
Hetherington's classes..
Mr. Edmond LaBelle, L. Litt., this be fair warning to all new
in honor of the Holy Ghost on
The Honors course contains Friday morning, September 17, teaching French, was formerly Xavier men. Any ".poor l'il boy"
more mathematics and science in Memorial Fieldhouse, officially editor-in-chief of L' Encyclopedie caught without the Blue Beanie
than the usual Liberal Arts pro- opening the 1948-49 school year. Grolier. His hobbies are writing will be brought before the high
gram-12 semester hours of math,
court for just punishment.
During the Mass, a long stand- and music.
10 of chemistry, and eight of ing tradition at Xavier, Father
Mr. Frank Luken is a ·graduHigh on the horizon of EveThis court will convene every
physics. However, graduates of Steiner expressed the fact that ate of XavieI" University, 1940, Wednesday at 1: 30 in Room 10
ning College harvest time gaththis course will need 10 more "Xavier has for its main purpose and has attended the Universities
erings is the October. 6 Wedneswith Chief Justice Larry Kane
(Continued on· Page 3)
the development of men who of Louisville and Cincinnati. In presiding. Associate justices are:
day .night dance for Xavier's enthink, judge, and act consistently. 1948 he received his Master of Jim Ryan, Paul O'Brien, Bill
tire student body, to be held unMath-Physics Elects and constantly according to right Business Administration degree Berger, Don Kennedy, and Kevin
der the auspices of the Boosters
Ray Schmidt was 'elected presi- principles. To become such men," from Ohio State. He will teach Gallagher.
in the downtown evening college
fourth floor auditorium at 8: 15. dent of the Math-Physics Club he pointed out that "it is neces- in the Business Administration
The police of this judicial system arc all upperclassmen. A
Booster officers Russ Wieler, at the regular annual election sary to use prayer and sacrifice, Department.
Messrs. John B. Hart and Louis warrant can be signed by them
Audrey Mccafferty, Mary Brink- held at the end of the '47-48 especially prayer to the Holy
man, and Walt Behler are pool- school term. Other officers elected Spirit." Continuing, Father Stein- H. Rombach, both graduates of and returned to any justice or
ing their organizational abilities to the club we1;e: Richard Hagee, er mentioned that "\}le objective the 1948 Xavier class, have been Student Council member before.
to plan an evening of dancing en- vice president; John Lagedra.st, and pur·pa.se of our training is named graduate assistants in the Monday of each week. The names
joyment highlighted by special secretary; Norb Stockman and to give to the world men of Physics Department and 'Chem- of offenders will be placed on
istry Department, respectively.
Gene Cordier, dh:~ctors.
(Continued on Page 8)
campus bulletin boards.
"back to college" features.

New A.B.-Program
Begins; Twenty
Freshmen Em·olled

Eight New Laymen
Added To Faculty
For Fall Se1neste~

Students Seek
Guidance At Mass
Of Holy Ghost

'Poor Li'l Boys'
Better Wear Caps,
High Court Warns

Evening _College
Plans Fall Dance

NEW XAVIER PROFESSOR REVIEWS GRECIAN SITUATION
"Only by the grace of God and
the British policy has Greece remaine11 non-communist." This is
the opinion of Robert B. Klein-·
bans, Xavier profess.or of biology,
who should know.
Professqr Kleinhans, recently
added to the staff of the biology
department, has had wide experience in Gree;ce, having- served as
head of the department of biology
at Athens College in Atl}ens, and
_as observer of the Greek elections

in 1946 for the U. S. State Department. He feels that the Greek
election was fair, "taking all
things into eonsideration."
By that 'he means Greece has
been subjected to much stress
over the last decade, seen much
destruction and corruption, and
in general "is in a very bad way."
However, the majority of the
people are "definitely opposed to
communism." This, in these snug
United States, reads like so .much

news filler, but judging from
Professor Kleinhans, is a miracle.
In its propaganda, communism,
according to the professor, offers
hope "of economic security." The
propaganda of the democracies
does not. And the Greek has been
subjected to depression, dictatorship, Axis invasion, and communist infiltration - all within
ten years. "According to what the
Greeks hl\Ve gone through" says
Professor Kleinhans, "ninety per-

cent should be cpmmunists, yet
only ten percent are." The professor warns, however, that the'
communist party is "very powerful," therefore a ten percent minority. could conceivably take over
a country.
Professor Kleinhans is married
and the head of a family of four
chi 1 d re n. He graduated from
Western Reserve in 1931 as an
AB, after which 'he took his
master's degree in biology and

zoology in 1933 and worked toward a doctorate at Western Reserve and the University of Florida. His experience, besides that
in Greece, includes teaching in
the United States, five years in
the Navy as an instructor, andonly incidentally backfield
coach of a battalion football team. ·
"Unfortunately my team didn't
do too well," he says. "They were
a good outfit and played some
fine games, though."
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Maps Campaign

lab1erlpC1on •1.llO per ;rNr,

For
Active Year

·
Member
Associated Collegiate Presa
The Catholic School Press Ass'n.

11

Dick Fairbanks'

F oldettJl Fair
Last year, as some of you may
remember, one of the band members fell asleep at a basketball
game. However, Friday's convocation found e very one wide
awake
and on their toes
throughout the whole event. It
seems that' Lew Hil't, as a result,
is considering adding Fr. Mooney's name to the roster of Muskie
cagers to eliminate the possibility
of spectators snoozing while attending contests featuring the
Xavier five. Anyone who heard
Fr. Mooney address the student
body last week must agree that
benzadrine has nothing on him
when it comes to keeping homo
·sapiens from dropping off to
sleep; at the climax of his oration
even the PA loudspeaker was
ready to break a blood vessel.

Eastern - Xavier game: "Who's
that runty little guy wearing
number 47 who comes out to
kick the extra point after every
touchdown?" The prize-winning
answer of course is "Gerry
Keefe" but we continue to say
that what is under the 47 is all
Gerry, none of the mountainbuilding stuffing as worn by the
other 21 maulers on the field.

That oft-repeated cry, "We
want action" is going to produce
some rather astonishing results
Ohio College Newspaper Ass'n.
at Xavier this year. That's the
Edltor-111-Cltter ............................................................................ Rlehard E. Jlenkel, ••o
l\lamaglng E1lltor .................................................. ,, ........................ Louis Bunning, 'GO word from Charlie Hogan of
AHochate E1llton ........................................ c. Cluarles J,ang, 'GO, John lVaddell, '·10 the NFCCS. The emphasis will
Sports Editor .............................................. :..........................................Joseph llle)·er, Jr,
E\·enlng College E1lltor ........................................................................ lllarllyn Jlllvers be on action rather than organiBu81neN8 l\lan11gcr .................................................................................... Jerry J1111Joran zation, Hogan said. Xavier stuAlnnml BnNlneNM lll1tn111rer ............................................................ :... John l> ••Jerrre, '35
1''11enlty Editorial A•hl•or ........................................ He•·· Victor C. Stccltschulte, S.J, dents are primarily interested in
* * •
1''acdlty Dlreetor .................................................................... l'ror. Joseph Link, Jr., ';JG what's going to take place on the
In keeping with the spirit of
(The \'lews aml opinions 118 expressed by \'tarlous fcuh1re writers, eollurnnlsts
giving credit to those to whom it
und guest writers <lo 11ot nec>essiarlly expreMs the official opinions of the Xavier campus, so here's what
Xavier Unh·erHllY A<lmlnlNtriatlon. Matters . of oUlclul nature appearing In those plans mean to us.
is
due we look toward Xavier's
the "NewM" will he so tleslgnate<l.)
men of music. The splendid perThe first thing that will be done
formance rendered by the Muswill be the re-forming of the
• A Statement Of Policy
keteer Band during the opening
presidents'
board,
which
started
HE News was highly gratified last week to ·observe the
game was the result of only three
last
year
at
Xavier
as
a
means
of
enthusiasm which greeted publication of its first issue.
rehearsals and in even these,
coordinating all the activitiesThough that issue was a hybrid involving the reporting of Sodality, Philopedian Society, etc.
much of the time was devoted to
university activity during the summer and the gleaning of -and has spread throughout the
organizing an entirely new working unit which is essential to promore recent information by a handful of correspondents, the nation. This group will conduct
* * "'
duce
the first chord. We also
student
activity
forums
with
the
And
did
you
hear
the
1800staff was similarly gratified with its effort.
salute
the Clef Club for their ,
purpose
of
getting
at
the
root
of
man
groan
·when
Fr.
O'Connor
Readers of the News should appreciate the fact that, as
the organizations' aims. This made the remark concerning ab- flawless presentation dµring the
the largest and most active campus organization, if not the board, under the chair of the· sences from class during the com- Mass of the Holy Ghost: Previous
most important, publication of the News poses an intricate president of student government, ing year?
to their appearance they spent
problem for those who must direct its progress. Internal will direct the activities of the
but one evening practicing the
* * *
Add remark overhead at the choral arrangements used.
organizatjon of. its staff is a knotty procedure in itself for NFCCS.
any student newspaper, and on that process alone its editors What are the activities that the
may rise or fall. '.'Reader relations" is of equal importance board will direct? Well, here are
some of the projects that are beif that publication is to fulfill its basic purpose.·ing prepared. The Radio AcceptBefore skittering very far across the seas of collegiate ance Poll, which gained more 'najournalism for the coming year, the News must necessarily tional attention last year than
look to the horizon before it advances much farther. In that probably any otiher non-athletic
' '• ':. ~ vein, charting a course arises as a primary consideration. college activity, will be continued;
[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange of
but, in conjunction with this,
The News and i1;j readers will sail far smoother during the
views and .serves as an open forum for free and frank disthere will be a national scriptyear's voyage if both realize the existence of the following writing contest, with winning
cussion of any matters of interest to Xavier students, alum·policy:
ni, and friends.
Letters should be limited to 200 words,
scripts being used on such promust be signed but names will be deleted from publicagrams
as
the
State
Department's
1. The News must, and will, keep in mind the broad and
tion if requested.]
primary purpose· of promoting Catholic thought and Voice of America, which is beamed
to
all
the
countries
of
the
principles and objectives of Catholic education at· all
UK TICKET PROBLEM tacted today and assured the
world. There will be a prayer
"News" that a new parking artimes.
Dear
Editor:
crusade in honor of the fiftieth
mngement would be effective for.
2. The News shall fairly and without prejudice report anniversary of the ordination of Some few hundred "X" en- the next game,
thusiast's
who
have
their
ducats
to the student body and general readers all newsworthy
Pope Pius XII. A mass celebraitems of interest on and off campus.
tion in honor of · Our Lady of purchased for the Wildcat-Muskie
Fatima will be held again this fray on Saturday had better check CAMPUS POST-OFFICE
3. In its choice and presentation of news stories the News
their local papers before taking Dear Editor:
year on May 1.
shall present articles appropriate to the good taste and
off
for Lexington.
~
La·st year I remember the News
To complete this ambitious
cultural level of the Catholic American college student.
It seems that the section of the telling of Student Council planprogram of action, the NFCCS
will again conduct a student re- grandstand sold to Xavier is un- ning a program to set up a .post4. The News shall provide for the student and reader an
lief
d r i v e to aid the physical, der construction, and whether or office on the campus for the
opportunity to voice his or her opinions on matters of
spiritual, and intellectual needs not it will be completed is still convenience of dormitory students
current intere.st and in the spirit of journalistic fairness
a mystery. Those who have pur- in sending laundry boxes, reshall give opportunity of expression to both sides of any of the students in Europe. ·
That's the major portion of the chased tickets for the game will ceiving mail, et al. Presupposing
issues.
NFCCS local program. It looks find these words printed on the the idea hit a snag during last
5. The News shall consider it a duty to. promote campus good. With adequate student sup- rear of each stub: "Not good if school year it would be noteactivities and organizations and to publicize adequately port it will be great, many Xa- this section is not completed for worthy for one of our Council
this game. Money will be re- members to make an issue of it
all things Xavier.
vier students firmly believe.
funded."
again.
W: Emmett Ryan
6. The News shall seek ,every source of full unbiased
The stadium enlargement was
Sophomore
information before forming an opinion. Such opinions, if
begun several months ago, but
Al
Zajac
editorialized, shall present the consensus of opinion of
various delays have held up the
Junior
the representative student body, providing that student
expansion . schedule. It w a s
opinion is also founded on full unbiased information.
* •, *
thought several weeks ago that
CHEERING
CARDS
most of the new grand·stand would
7. The News shall endeavor at all times to give proDear
Editor:
be
completed
for
the
first
game,
portionate column space to organizations or activities
First official meetings of the but a strike of some several hunLa·st year during the football
in keeping with their importance and participation by
school
year for Xavier's Eve- dred workers has held up it's season I heard several commendthe student body.
·
.
ning College Booster and FYC completion.
atory reports from people outside
8. The News shall endeavor at all times to encourage clubs are slated for Sunday, So if you intend to go to Lex- the University on the ·use of
activities and participation through commendation and Sept. 26, 2:30 p.m.; and Oct. 13, ington Saturday, this reporter cheering cards during the games.
constructive criticism and will refrain from attitudes of respectively.
,
advi·ses you to find out whether Why has Student Council not
antagonism.
Although detailed plans for a your tickets will be honored. Un- reactivated this .practice? In my
9. The News shall challenge, when it deems proper, all number of Booster sponsored ac- less, of course, you would like estimation it proves to the footwritings and thinking not truly American in all other tivities will be drawn up at the to watch the game by television. ball crowds that Xavier students
have definite school spirit for
Kenneth J. Klingenberg
Sept. 26 meeting, the latter part
publications.
their team. Granted that Student
Senior
of the afternoon's discussions
10. The News shall endeavor, as far as possible, to furCouncil must put forth some efwill assume semi-social form, and
* * *
ther friendly and understanding relations between ad- refreshments will •be served.
fort in the undertaking, but after
PARKING AGAIN
ministration and student, faculty and student, and among
all that is one of the prerequisSince the FYC Club's membe1·- Dear Editor:
the students.
ites
on which we elect our fellow
ship is limited to first year stuI am a box holder and parked classmen to Council. ·
dents
only,
an
informal
party
atAs has been convincingly evidenced in recent months,
on the Hinkle Terrace. So did a
AJW
Xavier University is a constructively news-making institu- mosphere will pervade the Oct. lot of other good football fans
Junior
13
meeting
in
order
that
all
stution. Its student newspaper, being the publication most inIa-st Saturday. Many of them paid
timately concerned with the exposition of its activities and dents may acquaint themselves 25c. After the game we backed
progress, deserves full cooperation from student, faculty and with one another and with the up, squirmed, shimmied, and finadministration if this constructive "hum" of Xavier. is to purposes of the First Year Club. ally, after 20 minutes, drove out C. Charles Lang, associate ediOrganized in 1947 under the exhausted. Everything at Xavier
be known and understood.
tor of the News, and the former
The News urges all of Xavier, - not a part of it, to initiative of Marie Flourney, seems so well organized that I Miss Viola Margaret Burke were
become news conscious. It sincerely pledges that it will hold former Booster, the FYC is de- thought a word about the parking married September 9 at St.
no light of news, no matter how small, under any bushel. signed to meet the social needs difficulties would be more than Elizabeth's Church in Norwood
. The. Qnl¥ force prt;venting full reporting of all activity. at of freshman students, and to en- sufficient to remedy the situation with the Rev. Msgr. Francis A.
Xavier 1s that which consumes shoe leather on the short courage their active participation for future games.
Gressle officiating.
in all Xavier activities.
walk to the Hinkle Hall News office.
· Sincerely,
FollO'lying a brief honeymoon
Students eligible for FYC memNW
in
the northern midwest the
If you haven't a good reason for doing something, you have a bership may register as official
Editor's note: Mr. Al Stephans newlyweds are making their resigood reason for letting it alone.
members at the office.
Director of Athletics, was con~ dence in Avondale.

Intercollegiate College Press

T

.

EE Hl~&)r,.

• • •

E.C. Organizations
Plan Semester's
Initial Meetings

Editor Weds
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Native Austrian No.w X Student Freshmen Begin Thespians Looking Forward
Witnesses Firs; Grid Contest ~';'J:!::::p':oogrr~m To Banner Play Season .
.

Left to right: Mayor Albert-D. Cash, Rev. President Celestin
J. Steiner, S.J.; Mrs. Cash. Back row: left, Peter Brusenbach,
Austrian student now enrolled at Xavier; right, Charles D.
Hogan, Jr., national president of the National Federation of
Catholic College Students.
A t
Last fall, in Xavier stadium, Char1es D . H ogan, L'b
i era1 r s
the Musketeer freshmen -played junior, who is national presia/football 1game with the Univer- dent of the NFCCS, acted as
Peter's companion for the day
sity of Dayton freshmen, to raise and gave him his first instrucmoney for the benefit of the Stu- tion in the intricacies of Amerident Relief Fund to aid needy can football.
college students in devastated
While a student at X a v i e r,
Europe. The benefit was an ac- Peter will have the opportunity to
tivity of the National Federation observe the workings of the
of Catholic College Students. _ NFCCS, whose activities are ben' Saturday night'a young Austri- efitting him and thousands of
an, 23-year-old Peter Brusenbach, other European s tu d e n t s this
who arrived in Cincinnati from year. Hogan plans to raise more
his homeland just 12 hours be- than $200,000 this year for the
fore on a passage paid for by student relief project through
the Student Relief Fund, sat in special activities spol!sored by
Xavier stadium and had those Catholic college groups throughsame.Musketeer players give him out the nation.
his f i r s t glimpse of· American
A native of Vienna, Austria,
football.
Brusenbach studied for two years
Brusenbach is one of 28 Ger- at the University of Vienne,
man and Austrian students who where he majored in psychology,
arrived .in New York on Sept. 10 Studies in English and journalaboard the Marine Tiger to be- ism w e·r e also included in his
gin studies in American univer- curriculum there. Attesting to
sities on scholarships provided by his scholastic versatility is the
those universities. He - enrolled fact that he won a trip to Italy
last week at Xavier on a in an oratorical contest sponsored
scholarship provided by Xavier's by the Austrian League for the
President, the Rev. Celestin J. United Nations. The sojourn in
Italy included an audience with
Steiner, S. J.
At the next gaine Peter will be Pope Pius XII.
Since the NFCCS's Student Rewearing his freshman cap and sit
in the student section, Saturday lief Drive was a prime mover in
night, however, he was invited to obtaining his passage to this
sit with President Steiner and coJ.lntry, Peter has already pledghis guests for the evening, Mayor ed his full support in the furtherAlbert D. Cash and Mrs. Cash. ance of that. cause at Xavier.

Enrollnient Increase Necessitates
ROTC Squad And Battery Changes
The initial Corps day of the
year will ·be held Friday, September 24 according to Major
Victor L. Boling, acting Professor
of Military Science and Tactics
of Xavier's ROTC unit. Uniforms
will not be worn because this
corps formation will :be of a

EATING
SCHEDULES
SOUTH HALL

Monday through Friday
7:45 to 4:00
Rolls - Coffee - Cokes Cold Sandwiches - Milk Ice Cream - Candy - Gum
Cigarettes

UNION HOUSE
Monday through Friday
Bot Meals Served
Breakfast-7:45 a.m.-9iOO a.m.
Luncbeon-11:00 a.m.-1:45 p.m.
Dinner-5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
REGULATIONS
Students are requested to be
as clean as possible when
eatln1 ·in cafeteria.

purely organizational nature. Students' respective positions will
be announced in classes and
po·sted on the Military Bulletin
board in Albers Hall.

• • •

.
I b tt
ff d
A n 3 dd i t 10na
a ery,
ea quarters battery, will be added
to the Regiment this year bringing the total number of batteries
to five. This new battery will
be made up chiefly of cadets in
the second year basic.

• • •

Notwithstanding the addition of
the Headquarter's ·battery to the
Regiment, the rise in the number
of Cadets in the Corps -necessitates an enlargment of the squad.
There will still be three squads
to a platoon, but the squad 'is
to be increased to approximately
15 men as over 10 of la-st year.
The date for the Military Ball,
one of the big social events of
the year, has been set tenatively
for Friday, November 19. Planning the Ball are members of the
Pershing Rifles and the Xavier
Order of Military Merit, under
the supervision of Major Dollar.

(Contmued. from Pag~ 1)
hours of ~hen;ustry an? biologytwo summ.ers work-m order. to
enter medical school. Prospective
lawyers meet ·all . i·equirements
for law-school admittance except
for a minor course in economics
or accounting.
Only students with better than
average records at Purcell and
St. Xavier High Schools were
permitted to enroll in the course.
The nine St. Xavier grads are
studying Elementary French,
while the eleven from Purcell
take first year Greek, since the
"X" boys had Greek in high
school and those from Purcell
took French. The entire group
will be required to pass a reading
test in French before graduation.
Although no one in the class
wears short pants, still about
half the group are only 15 or 16
years old. Many o~ their fresh-.
man classes, and the majority of
their courses over the four years,
will be studied in special groups
'with only honors students present.

Speaking softly but with an attitude that bespoke experience and determination, Victor L. Dial, newly appointed
director of the Masque Society, outlined his plans for t~e
coming year before a mere dozen students at the groups
initial meeting last week in South Hall.
.

He ex ressed a hope for a
.
P
_ .
larger representation of day
students at the combined meeting
of the Day and Evening Divisions
t·hat wilt' be held this Friday evening at 7:30 in South Hall. At
this time permanent officers will
be elected and committees appointed. William Castello, Liberal Arts senior, will act as ternporary chairman until that time.
Mr. Dial met the students of the
Evening Division Monday evening at the Downtown College.
Mr. Dial emphatically restated
that a fUll-length production will
be given in Nov. or early Dec.
Under consideration are Ah Wilderness by Eugene O'Neill and
Mary of Scotland by Maxwell
Anderson.
After auditioning those present
"just for tone of voice", with
parts from the above two plays,
the new director conducted an
informal discussion to determine
the extent of theatrical experience and views of the theater
in general held ·by the members

Freshmen, Vels
Answer News'
Initial Call
How high
Over a score of freshmen candidates were among the sizeable
group of old members and new
Xavier newsmen who responded
for the first general organizational meeting of the University's official publication last Friday. The .presence of 24 returning staff members at the initial
session gave editors assurance of
competent support in their proct.uction of the 1948-49 year's issues.
Addressed by Faculty Adivser
Joseph Link, Jr., and Dick Henkel, editor-in-chief, the staff and
new candidates were told of plans
for the coming year. Several
changes in publication procedure,
as well as new systems of staff
training and supervision, were
also announced.
Both speakers stressed the fact
that inexperienced candidates
would be given ample opportunity to gain staff positions after
preliminary trial and training
periods are concluded. Additional
new candidates for the staff will
be accepted at a future meeting,
date of which will be announced
on bulletin boards.
Those in attendance .were:

-------------present.
He pointed out improvements
that will be made in South Hall
as soon as conditions permit.
These include the widening of
the stage by three feet, the in
stallation of dressing rooms beneath the stage, while the present
ceiling will be removed to give
the entire stage a ·better appearance.
He urged all students interested
in any phase of the theater,
whether as actor, director, makeup man, stage or lighting technician, advertising agent or "curtain pullers" to attend this Friday's meeting.

SUPPORT SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES
r-~~~~~!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!~

The 6"Drug Store closest to
Xavier University

The Abe Baumring
Pharmacy
EVANSTON

ea11 fJOU go

IN THE U. S. AIR FORCE f
The ceiling's unlimited I Men who enter the
Air Force as Aviation Cadets become 2nd
Lieutenants within a year. From there on, they
can climb as far and as fast as their ability and
the. needs of the service permit. Under the Air
Force expansion program, there is plenty ol
room for advancement. 2nd Lieutenants automatically become 1st Lieutenants after three
years of service; are eligible to become Captains, Majors and Lieutenant Colonels after 7,
14 and 21 years respectively. More rapid promotions are frequent. Never before has the
opportunity for making the Air Force a permanent career been so favorable, especially to
the men in Aviation Cadet Pilot Training.

·Dick- Henk{!!, .Terhn Quinlin, Daulel
O'Donnell, ,Tolrn Connelly, .Tudo lllls,
Geo·rge Uesiug, Dick Uni'tigan, Bill
Lchmun, '.l'om Oallngher, Uoh !:llCJ~fahon,
.Tohn Onile, J.umes l'._ IGaHe, .Tames
SchoHelkotte, !loll Schllunoier, George
Lampe, Lou llunnlug, ·Pnt Gleeson,
Leonard .Su·pplc, Rohc'l't :)lulvnne~·. Dnn
Hlchtcr, .ltm O'Brien, ,Tohn 'Vaddell,
'fi111 Lenhy, Geo•rge Jntze, !•'rank •So111ml•rknm11, Al ·~loser, Un~· 1S11llh·an, Norman Nugent, Ulchn·rd Riordan, J11111es
U·nsfelll, Hmnrnt Uyan, l•~reil Newbill,
.T11111t>s Keefe, .Terr,1• Uullo•ra·n, Stan,
Keller, .Tames ~1ecu.rthy, Denis C11sl1,
\\'41J.ter Yester, Gene l•'rlcdmaun, '.l'im
Dowd, .Toe :\feyer, Frank '.l'blemann,
_u;;;;o;;;;be;;;;r;;t;;;;S;;c;;;;h;;ll;;dru;;;;;;c~;;::·e;;:;r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.
ll'

Raincoats

Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women

Here ore tlle re9ulre•ent•:
Appointment to the Aviation Cadets is open to single men, between
20 and 26Y2 years old, who h_ave completed two years of college
(or can pass an equivalent examination). Upon graduation, Cadets
receive their wings and commission, ci $250 uniform allowance,
and three-year active duty assignment with pay up to. $336 a
month. Get full details at any Air Force Base or at any U. S. Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station.

,.,-

. and children.

0

U. le &•MY AND
U. 1. Al• JO•CI
•H•UlllNe H•VICI
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MUSKETEERS IN U.K. WARM-UP TROUNCE EASTERN 31-0
Running Attack Points Way To
,
.
Highest Xavier Score In Four Years UK s 1947 Record
Br /llde Hila
Impressive;
Won
Displaying a consistent ground game and a rock solid
•
defense, Coach Ed Kluska's grid machine "T" powered its Eight., Lost Three

•

26,000 To Pack New Stadium
F or KentucJ(.y' s Gr1•d- De bute

(Continued from Page 1)
way to a 31-0 rout of Eastern KentuCky's football forces in Continuing their opposition able replacement.
the 1948 season's opener, last Saturday night before 12,000
Lack of weight is a possible
fans at Xavier Stadium.
with the bearers of colonel titles weakness at the guard posts with

the two sparkling sopbomores,
will probably round out the
starting backfield at right and
left half respectively. .

The Musketeers, in racking up
The last TD of the evening and mint juleps, the Musketeers all the likely starters weighing
Lineman Repeat
the highest scoreboard reading came on a l-yard sneak by Bob this week face the University of in at around 180. Pat James,
bn
the
line, Jim DeFranco and
an X team has enjoyed in four McQuade after his accurate pitch- Kentucky, proud hold.ers of a 1947 Dick Holway, or Ray Porter, exyears, rolled for two touchdowns es had carried Xavier quickly
Hartwell High gridder, are the Hugh O'Brien will be on the
record of eight victories and
each in the first and final periods over a 64 -yard rou t e.
lightweights most likely to get flanks, with Ray Stackhouse and
Jim Marek holding exclusive
and one in the second.
Thirty-three members of the three defeats, one of the wins be..: the opening nod from Bryant.
Bill Davis started the touch- Musketeer squad helped raise the ing the. Great Lakes Bowl game Bob Gain and Lloyd McDermott, rights to the tackle berths. These
down parade by bulling across cuvtain on the '48 season and sev- in which UK eked out a 24-14 tri- two 22o-plus veterans, will re- two giants give Xavier a brace
from the three with but six min- era! sophomores up from the umph over Villanova.
turn to their tackle posts to an- of tackles on a ·par with the best
utes gone in the opening canto. frosh squad, notably Hugh O'BriClosest call of the year for the chor the untried Wildcat forward in Ohio.
Steve O'Dea will ·be back at
Bob McQuade set up the score by en and Jim Murphy, put forth Wildcats was the 7-6 victory over wall.
center, flanked by Tom Duff and
Jones At End .
pitching a 31-yard strike io Jim praiseworthy defensive. perform- Michigan State, while they lost,
DeFranco who speared it on the ances.
as usual, to Tennessee and Ala- _ At ·ends, th e ou tloo k 1s
. a 1so Tom Ballaba.n at guards.
Xavier will be looking for its
three yard line. Gerry Keefe's
Veterans Standout
barn~, two team~ ,that the Ken- brighter with Dick Zaranka and
games
place kick made it 7-0.
Members from last year's line tuckl~ns ha~trmmphe~ over so Wallace (Wah-Wah) Jones hold- second victory in eleven
1
Minutes later, Steve O'Dea crew, Jim DeFranco, Ray Stack- few times that the betting com- ing down the flank position with the Wildcats. The Musketsnared an Eastern aerial on' the
missioners give points to UK two
.
.
. s.
house, Tom Duff, Tom Ballaban,
.
d
Th
t !h
Zaranka 1s a •Pass-catching genius, eers haven't won a game with
Maroon 31 and carried to the 20. Steve O'Dea, Bob Buresh, and years in a vance.
e o ' er h'l
J
.
ll
d Kentucky since 1938 when Xavier
ones is an a -aroun
Three smashes took it to the two
Wildcat defeat came at the hands w 1 e
Jim Marek played their usual
great end. One of the greatest won its only game of the series,
and Charlie Squeri piled over standout roles and proved very of Missi'.ssippi in an upset that athletes in Kentucky's history, 26-7. Last year, .the Wildcats defrom there to make it 13-0. stingy, allowing only 81 yards by was very heart-warming to the Jones was picked on several All- fe~ted Xavier 20-7, in Cincinnati.
Keefe's placement was wide.
rushing.
rest of the t e a m s on the UK American football teams in his
Eastern , Threatens
The starting backfield of Co- schedule.
sophomore year. He has also
Eastern took the kickoff and Captains Bob McQuade and Bob
UK outscored their opponents ·been picked AII-<:;onference in
made -their first serious thrust as Conway, coupled with soph speed- last fall by a 175 to 67 margin. basketball for three stra1·g'ht
Carl Hertzer's chucking arm hit sters, Charlie Squeri and Bill The record:
years, and is .a star pitcher on
for three completions, which took Davis, made a well-knit offen- UK
Opp. the Wildcat baseball team. The
them to the 8. The Blue tightened sive unit. Jim Liber made an im7 Mississippi
14 colorful Wah-Wah had just reOnly ,two of Xavier's future
and held for four downs but sev- pressive debut at the fullback 20 Cincinnati
0 turned from the Olympic games opponents have opened their '48
eral plays later the Maroons were spot with his darting running 20 Xavier
7 ~ith the U. S. basketball team in grid campaigns to date: Miami
again knocking as Cottengimm style which made him the best 26 Geovgia
0 time to begin football practice. and Marshall. The Thuni:lering
intercepted a McQuade toss and "per-rush" ground gainer on the 14 Vander.bilt
0 He is almost a cinch for All- Herd and the Redskins met last
Eastern began another overhead field.
7 Michigan State
6 American honors again if he can Saturday in what at first apjaunt.
The outstanding Maroon perO Alabama
13 shake the injury jinx that pur- peared to be an even contest, as
Bing Crowe gimmicked their formers were Capt. Ed Wright, 15 West Virginia
6 sued him last year.
was indicated by a halftime score
intentions . here, however, by center and defensive standout, 36 Evansville
0
Senior George Blanda returns of six all. However, in the regathering in a Hertzer floater and halfback Carl Hevtzer, whose
6 Tennessee
13 to the backfield to run Bryant's maining portion of the game the
and racing 62 yards to the East- passing seemed to be Eastern's 24 Villanova
14 "T" formation from the quarter- vaunted Indian attack began to
ern nine. Davis skipped across only offensive weapon.
back ·post. His experience punt- click and the Oxford .boys ran
from there for his second tally
Ing and pitching arm will be a away with a 38-6 vict9ry.
and X led 19-0.
·
governing ·power in Kentucky's
According to pre-season staThe visitors kept plugging and
football fortunes this year.
tistics Cam Henderson, Marshall
as the half neared completion
Speed is the highlight of the mentor, had found a team that
· they reached the Musketeer two
remainder of the backfield with would cause more trouble than
yard line before Jack Hahn made
. a half-dozen backs capable of his Cigar Bowl squad of last year.
an alert recovery of a first down
going all the way from either For 30 minutes at Miami it seemfumble in the end zone to check
of the half-back slots or the full- ed that the predictions were corthe threat.
back position.·
rect, but in the final frames the ·
The third quarter was scoreDon (Dopey) Phelps, leading Thundering Herd tired and the
less although the Kluska men by
Wildcat scorer last year with Miami substitutions kept pouring
virtue of a blocked kick by Tom
five T. D.'s, Bill Boller, Jim on the field.
Balaban stormed to the Maroon
Howe, Lee Truman, Dick Martin,
Miami again has a .powerhouse,
four o~ly to be halted. Then they
and Will (Shorty) Jamerson are although they have lost Ara Parcame right back after Eastern
the leading sprint candidates for seghian, tv,dce All-Ohio halfback,
kicked out to be flirting again
the three backfield positions.
to the .pro ranks, while Bill
with a six pointer as the period
Same Xavier Starten
Hoover, Ed We b e r and Paul
ended.
Xavier will probably field the Dietzel have all graduated. This
. Bob Conway climaxed this secsame team that started the open- year the Redskin. attack centers
ond threat by romping 10 yards
er last week. Bob McQuade will around halfbacks Paul Shpults
off the left sjde for Xavier's 25th
be at quarterback, as usual, as and sophomore speed merchant
.point in the opening seconds of
Bill Davis, XU halfback (arrow) seores the first ·m a1almt will be Bob Conway at fullback. Buddy Acus, of Lockland High
the final stanza.
Eastem Ky. as both teams opened their 1948 season last Saturday. Bill Davis and Charlie Squeri, School.
•·

Miami Beats Herd
38-6; Only Future
Grid Foes Opening
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Joe Meyer's

'n'
THAT
THIS
.

'Red' Lavelle, New Backfield
Coach, Led ByGreat
194.1 Team
Jim Raa/eld

Fieldlio1tse To
Be Ready Soon
For lntram1trals

Charles Lavelle, one of the best quarterbacks in Xavier

As explained by Bill Feldhaus

~~~~~,._,~ history arid member of the '39 through '41 grid squads has .at the recent convocation the inLittle children, gather 'round while Uncle Joe relates the latest
hot scoop. We have heard various members of the Blue ~nd White
citizenry remark that our robust footballers are picking on the
Condon Blind School and the Little Sisters of the Poor gridiron
squads in order to have a successful season. We beg to differ. After
checking on last year's records of the various and sundry opponents
on the Musketeer schedule we might change· some opinions.
Did you know that tile poorest record of any Xavier opponent.
is better than the one compiled by last season's Musketeer crew?
Did you know that four of these "blind schools" played post
season games last year?
Did you know that two of them, although tied, lost nary a
contest? Another lost but one? And five had only three defeats
in schedules ranging from nine to 12 games?
'Tsh, chum, let's get wise. This season may turn out to be. the
most disastrous ever. Eastern Kentucky and Western Michigan had
those poorest records we mentioned, each winning five and losing
four. The Eastern headache has been removed from the worrylined brow of Ed Kloska, but Western, although x topped them
19 to 0 last campaign, is a much improved ball club. And remember to chalk off one of. Western's setbacks ._ Illinois of Big
Nine glory waxed their ears.
• • • • •
~lthough Xavier's play was spotty last Saturday night, it was
at least indicative of things to come. The game, ·one of the most
:boring we've seen, proved that the Big Blue line .is one of the best
going. It is heartening ti know that a substitut~ has been found
for Ray Stackhouse and that Stack won't have to be a sixty minute
man this season. However, even though we nominate Stackhouse
for the Collier All American on each week's ballot, his play will
have to be even more outstanding or Jim Murphy will be starting
in the tackle slot. Murphy's bear hug tackle on Eastern's jump
pass play was pl'Obably the most amusing incident of the game.
End play, especially that of Jim DeFranco and John Martinkovic, was excellent. Neil Hardy, who rode the bench last season,
showed the greatest improvement of any man on the field.
The play of Steve O'Dea and Howie Tolbert at center was
far from exceptional, but the return of injured Zeke Wilson to the
fray should better that situation.

• • • • •

"Whoinell is Quantico?" is a frequent campus question. Well,
.from year to year they don't really know themselves, depending on
fate and the Navy Department to ship a few football players their
way about 'this time every year. In days of yore it was not unusual
for two or three All Americans from the same number of colleges
to ~ind themselves at Quantico after selecting the Marine Corps
for a career. We can tell you that Quantico last year was All Navy
champion in football, winning 12, losing one, and scoring 444 (That's
right - 444.) points while their opponents managed to scrape 63
together.
·

• • • • •

0

The history of all games played against all scheduled Blue and
White foes .prior to this season show;; that Xavier has won 23, lost
37 ana tied three. None of which bespeaks a "setup" schedule.
•

• • • • •

Another thing the Eastern game showed: Bob McQuade wili'be
a sixty minute man again this year unless some marvellous metamorphasis occurs. ·Pete Lerario, supposedly number two quarterback, may, with a year or two as a substitute, develop into a fair
signal caller. Tom Bohannon throws beautiful passes, the only
trouble is that he has yet to reach snagging distance of a receiver
consistently.
4

... ..
"

.

To make· things sadder we discover that not only will Bearcat
Roger Stephens plague us· again, but Bob Kilfoyle of Carroll and
Art Bok of Dayton still are eligible. Kilfoyle was top notch passer
and All Ohio last year and 'was also mentioned on the Little All
American team. Bok is the Flyer halfback who averaged five yards
a try rushing from scrimmage in 126 carries. After X's encounter
with UD we personally think he gained most of those yards in
that game. Bok scored 66 points last season.

in his second year as a Musketeer coach, been appointed tra~.u:al program and Fieldhouse
backfield coach, replacing Jim McGurk.
·
facilities for ~he student body will
Lavelle was born and raised in Cleveland Ohio re- soon be available. The program

ceiving his initial training as
quarterback on the News Skippes, a ·bantamweight outfit with
a 118 pound limit that won national recognition in their div;;ion. Chuck sp~nt his prep years
at Cathedral Latin High School,
Cleveland, where he called sig-

'
'
vidual messages of encouragement on the other players' locker;; and another player by the
name of Ed Kluska was blamed
for it. This experimental psychology was eminently successfull as the Blue and White easily
trounced their next opponent.
Chuck will always remember
his graduation day in kpril 1942
because the following day he was
off to Navy Pier, Chicago, to receive his training as an Apprentice Seaman. He was sent overseas
in .August.. of that year, and
served in t~e South Pacific
aboard a mmes:neeper. After
four year~ of service he v.:as discharged m June 1946 with the
rank of Lieutenant.
Chuck took over the fr~shman
coaching duties in September of
1947. Shortly after a·;;suming his
position at "X" Lavelle was married. Mr. and Mrs. Lavelle are
expecting a future quarterback
in·November.

• • • • •

Track Teain To Have
Fall Workouts
Ray Tilton, Musketeer track
coach, has announced that there
will be track practice this fall.
Plans now in the formulative
stage call for a larger schedule
than in previous years, provided
enough capable sprinters are
found in the University to warrant greater competition.
In subsequent issues of the
News, fu11ther details concerning~
fall practice will be announced.

i

Charles Lavelle
nals for three years, two of
which culminated in .city championships. In his senior year, he
wa·;; elected Captain and •played
under Herb Eisele, present coach
at John Carroll.
In the fall of 1938, "the Redhead"/came to Xavier and was a
member of the freshman squad.
The next three years Chuck
was Clem Crowe'·;; ace quarterback. During. his senior year the
tea~ used the newly popuiar Tformation and the Notre Dame
box .
Coach Lavelle thinks the '41
club was the best team ever produced in the history of the school,
and best remembers the Dayton
game which X won 28-0 on a
field covered with "snowflakes
the size of half dollars".
In reminiscing about hi';; college days, Chuck likes to talk
about the !ime he chalked indi-

Drills To.. Begin
For Hirtmen

Eager to duplicate or better
last season's. fine record, Coach
Lew Hirt will soon call on his
basketball charges .to begin the ',
preliminary work which precedes any successful campaign.
The workouts are scheduled for
•
outside, and will consist of runBert Downing, '48 grad and past president of the Student ning, calisthenics and other conCouncil, remarked that the. XU News had good coverage at the ditioning routines.
Eastem game, refering to the copies strewn about the stadium obviously used by· the "read •em and sit on 'em" public.
The Musketeer quintet has an
• • • • .•
~mposing task before them: they
UC looks as rough as ever in their practice sessions. ·Our dear ·are. pl~ying a heavier .sch~,d1:1le
crosstown rivals have a much improved line, Roger Stephens, and "':"hie,? is well graced with b1ga few fair backs. Ray Nolting has come up with a speed merchant hme basketball forces.
spot man in a boy named Stayman. Thi·;; lastly named gentleman
There will be no Xavier-Kenwill probably play only about ten minutes a game, but that will be tucky game in Cincinnati this
sufficient to inflict the necessary damage, He's a substitute for The season but the Hirtmen do enGreat Man - Stephens.
gage the national champions at
• • • • •
Lexington.
Seton Hall is another "away"
The Musketeer's next foe, the University of Kentucky, is the
unknown quantity of the Middle West. Dopey Phelps, bottled in game and the East Orange lads
last year's UK-X game, has been switched to fullback. The Ken- will be laying for the Xavier crew
tuckians have been hurt by graduation but probably have found as thefr win streak was broken
enough sophomores for replacements and will be as tough if not here last year.
Two other highly publicized
tousber than Coach Bear Bryant's last squad.
college fives are tentatively set
Richard George Fairbanks, J1-., who writes the balderdash for scraps with the l'duskie crew,
column in this otherwise readable new;;paper, is also a member of depending upon the completion
the Xavier Band. During halftime at the game Saturday we found of the Cincinnati Gardens Arena,
ourself in the vicinity of a bevy of lovely damsels who thought that Inc. They are with the slick St.
Richard, affectionately known to us 'as Diz, looked especially "c~e·"' Louis· quintet whom many ranked above Kentucky and the Long
in his blue uniform and air force crush cap.
Why, Richard, dear, we didn't know you were cute! In fact, Island University squad which is
we always thought that with your ski nose you more resembled a perennial power in eastern
hardwood circles.
an African anteater, you old cutie you.

• • • •

will consist of a four-sport year,
each in- their respective seasons,
beginning with football and ineluding basketball, volleyball and
softball.
Due to the shortage of locker
spac~ a wire basket arrangement
will be inaugurated. A cage will
soon be constructed on the second floor of the Schmidt Memorial Fi~ldhouse which will contain
240 basket lockers.

The Stgle•teise St11dent
Will Ca111e ta ltlafJleg's

College Shop
Long roll double-breasted suit in plain wool
flannels, stripes or glen plaids. Talon closure in trousers, wide shoulders in coat. Sizes
· 35 to 40 regulars and longs ... ··
39.50 to 60.00
The zip-lined all-wool covert topper for a 11
weather, styled in a fly-front model with
notch lapels, set-in sleeves, slash pockets,
vented back.·Sizes 34 to 40 ........ 47.50
Smart cotton corduroy sport jacket, in
three-button lounge model with rextra cash
pocket, leather button trim. Grey, wine, cadet blue and covert green ...... 19.50
Wear with the jacket a pair of grey wool
flannel slacks, terrifically tailored. Sizes
36 to 42, regulars and longs •.... 13.95
JUahleu'• College Sf101• : Seeo11d Floor

Mahley & Carew
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First Year Club
To Hold Dance
For N eiv Members

NFCCS PREXY
VIEWS EUROPE
Ed. Note: This is the first of a series of articles by Charles D. Hogan, Jr., Xavier junior and
national president of the National Federatio .. of
·~
Catholic College Students. Ilagan spent July and August in France
and England as a member of the American delegation to the London
International Yottth Co1}ference. While in France, he studied the
conditions of students who have been aided by the NFCCS Student
Relief Campaign. In this and the following articles, he will present'
his impressions of what he saw and studied while abroad.
.

By 'Charles D Hogan, Jr.

Opening dance of the school
year for Xavier's Evening College
First Year Club prospective memhers is booked for Wednesday,
Sept. 29, according to FYC dance
chairman, Larry Barker.
From both the Evanston and
Downtown Colleges, all Xavier
students who have yet to complete two semesters of college
work are invited to attend this
initial fall social venture.
A committee headed by Zeta
Gausling, retiring co-president,
Gerry Meyer, and Joan Gerke anticipates no fewer than 300 studnts to crowd the dance floor,
and cordially welcomes all Xav-·
ier freshmen to begin their school
year well socially, as well as academically
·
.
.
The. dance will be h. eld. m the
E venmg C o11ege aud itorium at
8 : 15 . p . m. Re f res h ments free. No
a d m1ss10n ch arge.

Gamma Phi Orgpnization
Recognized By University
Climaxing a six-month "campaign" by the officers of the
Gamma Phi fraternity to affilih
ate with .the University, t e group
·f
d
1
F
·d
was not1 ie ast ri ay 'bY The
Rev. Raymond Mooney, S.J., the
Dean of Men, that the organization was officially recognized by
the University as an active club
.
. .
on the Xavier campus, enJoymg
all the rights and privileges accorded to sue~ gro~ps.
The f~atermty will ·be henceforth kno~n on ca~pus as the
G~mma Phi Club, with I?embership ope~ed to all ?'~vier men
who ~u~bfy for. admi~s1on..
. This is the fir~t ti~ 10 the
histor?' 0~ the Un.iversity that an
organization of thIS type was ever
permitted on the campus. ·
Prof. Joseph Li·nk, Jr., :has accepted the request fro"'l offi·ce"s
.. i·ts fac•·
of Gamma Phi to become
ulty moderator. .

We sailed from New York on the twenty-fourth of July aboard
the S. S. Marine Tiger. Since the majority of the passengers were
students, what would have been a boring, uneventful crassing was
made interesting ·by the educational and social programs planned.
What was most enlightenilig to me was the fact that many of the
students, actually most of those that I talked to, were active members of the Students for Wallace Party.
We had many lively discussions on political questions, and it
was readily seen that the youth were attracted .by the psychology
of the Wallace people - the appeal to the leadership oj. yol!,th, the
pledge to give freedom to all people, and above all, the thought
that the third party was oppressed because it was something new,
and it too was a young rebel against the, bi-party system.
We were afforded a brief look at the ·beauty of England when
we discharged a group of the passengers at Plymouth. The docks
were still in such a destroyed ·condition that we could not go in to
At the annual election of offia pier. A small ferry came out and received the departing passencers of the Gamma Phi held last
gers.
Students are requested to February, the follbwing men were
As we glanced over the outline of the English coast through bring their 118ed sales tax elected .to office: Arthur. Ney,
a powerful .pair of ship's glasses, the simple serenity of the hills stamps to the switchboard In president; James Ryan, vice presand the outlying districts was sharply contrasted to the hopeless Hinkle Ball for the benefit of ident; John Buse, treasurer;
destruction that marred the town. It was our first glance of what the Society Of Jesus.
Bruce McDonald, corresponding
we were to see in coming weeks.
secretary; and Donald Birchler,
Early that evening of August 1, we anchored outside the great
.::r.=:r::::w=::::r.:!:'r::=r.~!P.!!!~i!!!!!~!!!!'!'---"'!!!!"-......- - - - port of Le Havre. I stood on the boat deck, watching the little .er#Je= @r#Je= F e= e= IE r#I@ SJ 51 51 Sit,
lights flicker and grow brighter along the .coast in the growing
darkness. I was wondering just what I would see this next morning,
but the lights did not prepare me.

Too Important To Forget -

recording secretary..
Once a Xavier man becomes a
member of Gamma Phi, he remains SQ for life, being placed on
the Alumni list upon graduation
from the University. At present
there are. 30. active members in
the organization.
A "smoker" was held Friday
evening at which time ·20 Xavierites were pledged as candidates for admission. The informal
initiation will be held Saturday,
Sept. 25, to be climaxed with a
dinner Monday, Sept. 27. At the
dinner, the new members will be
presented with their pins .by Prof.
Link.
The new pledges are:
Fred Reid, Francis Frey, Richard Stuhmuller, Patrick Fehring,
John Lewe, James Fanning, Will·
B
R b
St
iam
erger,
o: er t
enger,
J ames Ra mmac h e r·, Ja mes w·in1
t ers, T on Y B r unsman, c1·f
1 ..ord
H.ie1, p au1 s ch erer, J ames H oec k ,
Clarence Sadtler, John Harmon,
William Bradley, Donald Ackerman, Robert Marqard, George
Resing,W Robert Rogers, Robert
Scheid.

Attention Students
Take advantage of
Our money savlnc offer

$5.00 Food Books for $4.25
Remembers Former Arrival
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
It had been just three years ago that I had made my first
energy restoring food makes it an essential
crossing_ to France. I was among the crew of a large transport, and
I knew not what to expect. Our :great ship slid in among mines
in every student's diet.
and masts and hulls of sunken ships to what was to be our berthing
Restaurant
space. Those ex-G. I.'s will remember the scene of the dock area.
What had once been the pier of the great Normandy, a building re34'72 Reading Road
puted to be as luxurious as the liner itself, was hut a mass of
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
twisted steel and broken stone. There was no dock, and two small
2519 Vine Street
rowboats came out to receive our lines and moor us to four
AV. 6480
Telephone AVon 9414
stone pillars that slanted crazily out of the water. (The dockmen ·
were more interested in buying our cigarettes than in tying up ~CF-Jr:=r:9=r.9=:1:e=~r=='l~l:!E=~P.!r=!!!!!!l!r=!!!!!!!l!IE!!!!!!!l'!!!e!!"!!!ll!!e=~..w=!!!!!!!!!!'9!e!""""!!•"""r#J_..l!!r#i-""~-;:a-'
the ship.) It took a special gangway to reach the shore from the
lliiiil
transport, but finally we were secqred, and I had my fi~st liberty.
It would be hard to forget that - - - - - - . - - - - - - - city. The people were distrustful,
Every available space was
hostile, bargaining, and in gen· planted. Waves of beautiful wheat
eral a very unsavory lot. There rolfod up to the neat rows of
was no friendliness even among corn. Even to my urban eye, the
the French people, 'and we were crop r~tation that would save
most happy to leave that un- these fields and not burn them
healthy town.
out in this time of need was eviAs we rode the few blocks to dent.. But what was most imthe station, I saw the change at press1ve was the. small truck
once. Workmen on their way to gard~ns. that were plan~ed. every.
Store Hours: ':30 to 5:45 Daily
their jobs stopped their bicycles wh_e1e, m back yards, m isolated
to bid good morning to friends. strips of Ian? i).lon~ the itreets
Families stopped to chat with an.d even in thm plots of
neighbors. The sidewalk cafes SOI~ along the :oad bed .of the
were opening and there little tram tracks. This to me showed
tables topped with colorful um- how the French . are attempting
brellas began to appear. There to put every available meaf!S to
were stjll many remains from work for the~. I was to see later
the war
gaping holes. where how badly this food was needed.
7
homes had been, new roofs on
those houses· that remained, deXAVIER's FAVORITE
bris in the streets .._ but there
BARBER
was a new spirit. The town was
JULIUS
LOHR ·
alive again, and the people had
3757
Montgomery
Road
bounced back from their despair.
3
Blocks
East
of
Campus
Hustling aboard the quaint
French train, we were hardly
seated in our compartment when
the, stri·ng of cars be ga n t o move. :!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 :a:
Fl~e, Imported
5
As we passed through the sub- 5
Klsla~ Gloves of
urbs, the people stopped what
NEW
they were doing to wave at us. i
5
Washable Doeskin
This spirit was repeated through- i '
S
·out the short trip to Paris, one
ENGLAND
.
that held a story in itself, for it
HAT
told to me the determination of
the French to survive.
MANUFACTURING 5
I have often heard the arguKISLAV KNOWS that fine design means the combination of fine materials
ment in the United States that
COMPANY
~
.nd fine worlcmanship, that's why this handsome slip-on CJlove is unnlistakably
we are wasting our materials in 5
5
sending them abroad to feed
Kislav • • • your assurance of a beautiful, lasting CJ love for your glove
wardrobe. Imported from France • • • of washable, doeskin-finished
Europe, while the Europeans
118 East Sixth Street
rrew dependent on the United 5
E
lambskin. Others made in United States. Important fa_ll colors.
States. Anyone who saw the 5
Cincinnati, Ohio / 5
dther1 from 10.50 to 15.50
.
fields along the route I took
would know that the French are 5
CONRAD FOCHT, Sr., . E
loxlav glovt1 7 .10
61alav 7 .SO
In need and they are worldns to 1=
hoptietor
do what they can for themselves. lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.i
lhllllto'e1 GLOVEI, Flret Floor

Patsy -Klein's

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
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Katchaturian, Kenton, Stage, Screen, From • • • Eight Students

Leave University
To Enter Seminary

DOWN FRONT
By ..41 Moler
FIRST NIGHTSSkitch Henderson and his band opened Music Hall's Topper
Club last Saturday; Sonny Dunham and his crew take over this
weekend ... Cox Theatre raises the curtain this week on the local
legit season with a good play called "The Winslow Boy.'~\ People
in New York and London liked it and it should arouse some particular interest among Xavier's future lawyers since it tells the
story of one of England's most famous trials. It closes Saturday
night ·. . . Stage shows at the Albee start again September 30 with
Horace Heidt in for a week, followed by Jane "Date With Judy"
Powell . . . Mr. Stanley Kenton and his fellow exponents of Progressive Jazz will entertain all comers at the Taf! next Saturday
for the opening of a'.promising season of jazz concerts.

• • • • •

Here's a tip for sophomore English students and anybody else
wl)o will be studying the assorted works of Uncle Willie Shakespeare this year. The Terminal Art Theatre (don't let the name
scare you) will ·be showing "Our Mr. Shakespeare" for a week
beginning next Friday, October 1. This Terminal Theatre, in the
Union Terminal, was originally a newsreel theatre. Last spring thi;!y
st.arted showing foreign .pictures exclusively. "Mr. S." is, of course,
an English production, but they've had some really terrific French
and Italian. pictures too. Don't worry if your French or Italian is
a little rusty. They have English translations right along with it.

• • • • •

BRAVO DEP'T-

Sophomore Ken Urmston did some fine and· fancy dancing with
the opera ballet troupe over at the Zoo this summer. Opera audiences saw him in three performances of Carmen and one of Tannhauser. Mr. Urmston, harrumph, is now an assistant teacher in
. the ballet department at the College of Music.
Speaking of the summer opera here's this column's nomination
for the funniest episode of the season. The opera was 11 Trovatore.
One of the girl ushers couldn't get a seat close enough to the stage
so she sat on the floor in the front of the mezzanine just above
the. orchestra. Robert Weede was singing one of the softest, most
beautiful arias of the oper.a when our .poor heroine, so enthralled
by the music, dropped the big cone of popcorn she was holding right in the middle of the kettle drum. It souaded like a round
of 105 coming in. And from the glances the poor girl got from the
audience and the kettle drummer she ·probably thought one had
landed -:- right on her.

• •••••

Sad news for the dorm st/dents who· usher for the musicals:
According to .present booking schedules, "Allegro", the latest of the
Rodgers·& Hammerstein pieces, will be playing here during Christ·mas vacation. It's booked for the week of December 27 at the Taft.

.
'

I'
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~
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In these days, when the need
for religious vocations has been
particularly stressed by the leaders of the Church, Xavier students have risen to the occasion
as witness the fact that eight of
last year's students are now striving . to become .priests and have
begun the~r studies.
They are: Jerry Boehle and
John Kramer, the Society of
Jesus; Bill O'Brien, last year's
freshman president, MarY.knoll;
Richard B<>ehle, Precious Blood;
Jim Nugent, last year's Intercollegiate Essay Contest winner,
St. Gregory's, (Archdiocese of
Cincinnati); Bob Velten, Benedictines; Walter Sullivan, prefect
of last year's Sodality, and Bob
Jasany, a reporter for the News
who played freshman football,
Passionists.
'·
To all these boys go our sincere congratulations and best
wishes for their success.

PAGE SEVEN

Cincinnati will present Witli Otir
Lady At Fatima, a th r e e - a c t
drama, Oct. 13 iii the Music Hall.
A rehearsal-matinee will be
held for all religious seminarians,

Oct. 9.
Tickets will be on sale beginning Oct. 6 at the Central Ticket
Office, Carew Tower, P Arkway
6666.

r;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;

Two Stage· Groups
Plan Fatima Plays
Two Catholic theatrical groups,
The Catholic Theater Guild of
Northern Kentucky and the Florence Moran Players, will present
plays dealing with Our Lady of
Fatima during the first month of
the fall semester.
The Kentucky group will hold
the mid-western premier of
Father Urban Nagle's new play,
Lady of Fatima, at the Covington
Library Auditorium, the week of
Sept. 25. Curtain time is 8:15
p.m.
·Miss Joan P e n de r y of Ft.
'.r.homas, sister of Jack Pendery,
Xavier student, will take the role
of Our Blessed Mother. Pendery
also appears in the cast.
The Florence Moran Players of

'

Regular, Slhn and
•

Men's Wear ·

Johnny Long's "JUST LIKE THATnfrom the Signature diskerie.
Johnny Long (Duke University-Sigma Nu) comes up
with a danceable, bright bounce. It's a Long original!
If you should ask Johnny how he came to write it, he'll light
up a Camel and say: "Experience! I know from
experience what music suits my band bestjust as I learned from experience that Camels
suit my 'T-Zone' to a 'T'."
Try Camels on your "T-Zone"-"T" for taste,
"T" for throat. See for yourself.why, with
Johnny Long and millions of other smokers,
Camels are the "choice of experience."

Mild, Cool

CAMELSthats the
cigarette
for me!

THE CHOICE OF
~

.

Large Sizes

'3.95 - 4.95 - 5.95

GET NEXT TO • ••

:

~xtra

EXPERIENCE
8.1. BeJ11old1Tobacco Company, Wln1ton·B1lom, North Carolina

First Floor
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XAVIER MEN SEEi( SPIRITUAL AID Accounting Group
Initiates Season

Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J., stuclent counsellor gives Holy Communion at the l\:lass of the Holy Ghost.
(Continued from Page 1)
character," the sources of this objective being the Mass, the sacraments, and prayer.s to the Holy
Ghost. In concluding his message
he stated that "no hour during
the school year is more important
than this hour of prayer during
Mass."
New Deans
Following the Mass the fir.st
general convocation for all students was held. The Rev. J.
Peter Buschmann, S.J., dean of
freshmen, introduced the Rev.
Raymond L. Mooney, S. J., dean
of men, who outlined campus
rules and regulations and then
introduced the Rev. Paul J.
O'Connor, S.J., newly appointed
dean of the Day College of Liberal Arts. Father O'Connor proceeded to lose no time in explaining in detail scholastic regulations and the system of
academic probation at the University. He related that quality
point averages were 1.5 for
freshmen, 1.75 for sophomores,
and for upperclas·.smen 2.0 Any
failure by a student to maintain
these quality point averages the
Dean stressed, would bring automatic probation to the student.
Absences Discussed
Dean O'Connor also announcect
a new policy regarding absence.s from class pointing out
that any absence from a class
must be followed by a wr:itten
excuse establishing the student's
validity for not being present at
the particular class, and that the
reasons mu·.st be deposited in
written form by the student in
the office of the registrar. Father
O'Connor then explained the
change in policy of "cutting" as
a remedy for the taking of excessive cuts and through this new
procedure he hopes would develop a sense of responsibility
and character in each individual
student.
William Feldhaus, assistant
football coach remarked that the
gymnasium in the fieldhouse, the
finest of il'.s kind in Southern
Ohio, would be open to all students every day, and that lockers
would be provided for their u·.se.
The Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J.,
Student Counsellor, told the
students that his office, located
in Hinkle Hall, would be open

RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
GREETING CARDS

• •

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.

to all students for any personal
problems, except those of academic nature.
Pep Rally
Immediately following the eonvocation a pep rally was held in
the stands of Xavier Stadium in
preparation for the Eastern Kentucky grid tilt the next night.
During the rally, Xavier's new
Alma Mater song was introduced.

m1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m

THE

MUSI~

BOX

A discussion panel by Mr. Edward Vogele, '22, and Mr. Paul
Selzer, '38, honorary members of
For Delicious Food and cocktails
the Accounting Society, will feature the meeting of the Accountin a charming, intimate and soing Society as that group holds
phisticated atmosphere.
its initial assembly for the 194849 school year next Tuesday,
Music to relax you.
Cocktails
September 28 at 8 p.m. in South
that satisfy till 1:00 A.M.
Hall auditorium. Ray Leisner,
president of the group, has exSaturday, 2:00 A.M.
tended an invitation to all stu\
dents from the Avondale and
FOIJNTAIN SQIJARE BOl'Ef.,
Downtown Campuses.
Robert Cordray, Mgr.
MA 4660
Leisner said plans are being
formulated to present a demonstration and lecture on machine 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!!1
applications to accounting, a topic that aroused wide i n t e r e s t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - among club members last year.
For
An array of qualified speakers in
GOOD TASTE
the accounting business are being planned by the Society, LeisGOOD HEALTH
ner added, to cover topics including cO'.st accounting applications,
current job opportunities in accounting, taxation, and accounting systems.
Other officers in the Accounting Society include: Art Nocheck,
vice president; Bill McCullough
and Bob Mueller, secretaries;
Bill Geary and Gerry Royce, directors. Mr. George Selzer of the
An Independent Slnee lUI
University Accounting Department, faculty moderator.

--

"Naturally, I smoked
CHESTERFIELDS while
working on my new picture,
BEYOND GLORY. They're
.always MILDER •••

It's MI cigare~~~

~AR

. . NGIN

BEYOND GLORY

" 1 smoke Chesterfields because I have
always found them definitely MILDER and
besides I like their better taste.~'

